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Over the loud crashing of
steel against steel, Paula
Erwin emerges from behind a
massive No. 3176 Caterpillar
engine. She is covered in
crusty oil, and her protective
glasses are fogged over with
sweat from the intense labor.
But Erwin, a University of
Montana student, is smiling
like one of her three children
would inside a candy store. 
After quickly disassembling
the engine, she lifts a 65-
pound component of the 900-
pound unit. Her 5-foot frame
of 97 pounds and 36 years
shakes lightly under the strain.
The piece is larger than her
upper torso and shields her
vision. But the UM College of
Technology student trudges on
toward the lit-
tered workbench.  
Erwin is the
only woman
among the 31
students enrolled
in the COT’s
diesel technology
program. She is
also one of the
smallest students,
male or female,
in the history of
the department.
But as she lifts
the engine piece
with the smoothness of an ele-
gant dancer, you can tell that
it doesn’t faze her.
“It’s no problem for me
being the only woman,” Erwin
said. “The guys are great and
help me out when I have ques-
tions. And for all the real
heavy stuff there is lifting
equipment that
can help us out.”
This is
Erwin’s second
year in the diesel
technology pro-
gram, in which
she is learning
the trade of
mechanical engi-
neering.
“My family
has helped me
through these
past two years,”
Erwin said. “And
the help from all of the profes-
sors in the department has
been just outstanding.”
One of her professors,
James Headlee, has been
impressed with Paula since
her arrival. 
“She’s done really well with
handling the fact she is the
only woman we have right
now,” Headlee said. “She
packs her weight, and some-
times even puts the guys in
their place with her work
ethic.”
Erwin uses a positive atti-
tude to compensate for what
others may think she lacks. 
“I don’t care about my age,
sex or my weight,” Erwin
stresses. “I know that I can
learn this, and that is what is
most important.”
Murray Catlin, a professor
at the COT, appreciates
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Public Safety trains to fight terrorism
The University of Montana’s
office of Public Safety is
preparing for the worst.
Thanks to a $2 million
grant, UM’s Lt. Gary Taylor is
training to teach Public Safety
officers methods preventing
terrorism. The Department of
Justice and Homeland Security
issued the grant to the
International Association of
Campus Law Enforcement
Administrators.
Ken Willett, director of
Public Safety and president-
elect of the association, said
the goal is to train more than
30,000 public safety officers
within the next 18 to 24
months on weapons of mass
destruction and threat assess-
ments because he said univer-
sities can be considered “soft
targets.”
Campuses are considered
soft targets because of high
concentrations of people in
certain areas, such as football
stadiums and residence halls,
he explained. Also, campuses
conduct biological studies —
projects that could become tar-
gets. 
Taylor is the first public
safety officer in Montana to
receive the training and will
teach other officers across the
state. He said he got involved
in the training for personal
reasons.
“(It’s) something else to
learn and help the campus
community,” Taylor said.
Both Willett and Taylor said
campus safety and the threat
of terrorist acts have been con-
cerns since 9-11.
“The halls of ivy don’t pro-
tect you from much,” Willett
said. “Are we susceptible in
some respects? Sure.”
However, the probability of
anything happening is low,
Willett admits. Instead, he
thinks this training will pre-
pare Public Safety for prob-
lems that could arise from a
natural disaster.
“A terrorist incident — be it
a bomb, be it arson, be it
whatever — often times has
the same characteristics as nat-
ural disasters,” he said. “But
the action you take is not
unlike a terrorist action.”
Some of the training will
involve knowledge of explo-
sives and pipe bombs and rec-
ognizing the everyday items
that can be turned into explo-
sives, Willett said.
Taylor said the training will
help officers in initial assess-
ments of terror situations on
campus, such as an explosion,
so they can immediately con-
tact the proper authorities.
“The old approach was
everyone rushed in to help
people,” he said. But with bio-
chemical weapons or explo-
sions, that shouldn’t be done.
UM has already made
strides in improving some of
its security measures. Willett
said exterior lighting has been
added to parking lots, the
underground tunnels are
locked, cameras have been
added to the parking garage
and the animal lab has added
Locals enjoy
lessons in
gardening
The smell of soil emanated throughout the
headquarters of the Missoula Urban
Development Demonstration Project on
Monday night, as the organization kicked off its
“Start to Finish” gardening series.
“Wow, it smells good in here,” said one of the
participants, who were outnumbered by the 1-
inch plants that filled the room. MUD, located
in the Northside, is an organization dedicated to
teaching and demonstrating how to help
Missoula residents live more affordably and
more sustainably. 
The goal for its second-annual gardening
series is for participants “to leave knowing A-
to-Z how to garden and be successful in
Missoula,” said Elizabeth Richter, executive
director of MUD.
Richter was hired as the new executive direc-
tor in September 2003 and MUD’s mission has
since focused on becoming more of a learning
center.
MUD is a nonprofit organization started in
the early 1980s by two UM students to provide
tools for building a sustainable community. 
Hands-on workshops are a vital component of
MUD meant to “basically empower people to
be able to sustain themselves with the resources
available,” Richter explained.
Last year at the Northside Community
Garden, the program had 10 female participants
who worked at hoeing, watering and weeding in
the gardening series. This year, MUD expanded
its program to teach gardening from beginning
to end—from seedling, soil and light to can-
ning, pruning and preserving.
“We felt it was not enough to show vegeta-
tion in the soil,” said Carol McIlnay, a second-
year instructor at MUD. “We need to teach peo-
ple how to build their own raised beds, what
containers to use for seedlings and proper light-
ing.”
McIlnay has lived in Missoula for seven
years and has faced many challenges gardening
in the local environment.
“I’ve been gardening as far back as I can
remember, hanging onto my mother’s skirt,”
McIlnay said. “Here (in Missoula), I can’t put
seeds into the ground until May 1. It has
changed the way I garden tremendously.”
MUD’s Northside resources include the cof-
fee-to-compost bicycle service, horticultural
therapy, a tool-loan library and a solar-paneled
greenhouse with wheelchair-accessible gardens. 
“MUD gives people the ability to explore
alternative lifestyles one step at a time where
the resources are concentrated,” said Peter
Nelson, a UM forestry student. “Any type of
alternative lifestyle exists in action with MUD.” 
Monday night’s gardening class was full of
discussion about dealing with snow in June and
frost in July. Deer fencing was also a concern.
The challenges that Missoula gardeners face at
the 40-degree latitude, known for its fickle
weather patterns, were a hot topic.
Gardening in Missoula can be a challenge,
but the Farmers’ Market is one example of suc-
cess, McIlnay said. People are successful at pro-
ducing high-quality vegetables, fruits and flow-
ers in an environment that’s often frosty, cold
and windy.
“I’ve always had a garden, and it’s been a hit-
or-miss,” said Margaret McCourt, a teacher’s
aide at Bonner School. Through participation in
the gardening series, she hopes to learn to be
more productive and to make the most of the
work that she does.
Gardening classes can be taken in a series or
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Paula Erwin prepares to go underneath a semi-truck to tighten the remaining bolts on the transmission at the east campus of the
College of Technology on Tuesday morning. Erwin is the only woman among the 31 students enrolled in the COT’s diesel technolo-
gy program, and is scheduled to finish the two-year program in May. 
Woman chases the diesel life
Erwin is lone woman in program
Erwin
Kerry criticism
My first issue with John Kerry
is the anti-war thing. The thing is
that Kerry voted for the war act.
He gave Bush the authority to go
to war. Now in the middle of cam-
paign season Sen. Kerry has
flipped on the issue. He says that
the bill gave no authority to the
president to declare war on
Saddam. He says the bill only
gave the president authority to
threaten force. Funny, but the
wording of the bill was pretty spe-
cific. There were no illusions of
what the bill empowered the presi-
dent to do. Congress gave him the
power to go to war and the presi-
dent did just that. 
Next is the fact that Kerry
describes himself as a great cham-
pion of war veterans. This could
not be further from the truth.
Kerry is a traitor to all the people
who fought in Vietnam. The man
was a member of Vietnam
Veterans Against the War, a vio-
lent and radical anti-war group
with communist sympathies. He
dishonored every soldier who
served in Vietnam by going before
a congressional committee and
lying about “atrocities” that he
supposedly saw in Vietnam.
The last issue is NAFTA. Kerry
supported NAFTA in ‘91 and
throughout the ‘90s under the
Clinton administration. Now, when
running against a free trade presi-
dent, Kerry has flopped and
become a protectionist.
He says that the
NAFTA he supported
has not been fulfilled
under Bush. Kerry has
said it is because of
Bush that manufactur-
ing jobs are leaving.
NAFTA and the WTO
are the reasons why manufacturing
jobs are leaving; both NAFTA and
the WTO had Sen. Kerry’s sup-
port.
Kerry is the epitome of a flip-
flop candidate. The man will say
and do anything to win a race.
However, his inconsistencies will
come to light and Kerry will be
exposed for the chameleon he is.
Kellan Mcdonald 
sophomore, political science
Lambda lessons
After reading Rebecca Youtz’s
letter, I felt it my responsibility as
UM College Republicans president
to respond. Rather than weighing
in on the debate over the morality
of same-sex marriages, I will take
issue with other aspects of the arti-
cle and banner in the UC.  
Although I do not agree with the
banner in the UC calling President
Bush a “bigot,” I believe Lambda
has the right to post such a state-
ment. After all, being an organiza-
tion that is
set up for the
advancement
and support
of the GLBT
community, I
do not fault
the group for
supporting
same-sex
marriages. However, I do fault
Lambda for advocating an incon-
sistent political agenda. Let me
point out this inconsistency by
outlining the positions of the
major contenders for president.  
•President Bush has stated his
belief that marriage is an institu-
tion between a man and a woman.
He has further elaborated his
stance by saying it is a state’s right
to decide whether it should allow
civil unions. To this end, he has
proposed a constitutional amend-
ment defining marriage. 
•Democratic front-runner John
Kerry stated in a CNN interview,
“Gay marriage … I’ve taken one
position. I believe that marriage is
between a man and woman. I’m
for civil unions.” 
•John Edwards’ statements in
Georgia reflect a similar position:
“I don't personally support gay
marriage myself ... because I don't
think it's the right thing to do.” He
also advocates states’ rights con-
cerning civil unions.  
Why, if the Lambda Alliance’s
goal is to promote same-sex mar-
riage rights, does it call only one
of the anti-same-sex marriage
presidential candidates a bigot?
Members of Lambda should be
outraged that their leaders are
choosing to support a political
party over advocating their rights.
This act by Lambda is disgusting
and should not be tolerated by its
members. If the leaders of Lambda
truly are out to advocate for same-
sex rights, please be consistent. If
they want to campaign against
President Bush, join the College
Democrats.    
Dustin Frost
senior, wildlife biology and
communication studies
As many of you might be aware by now, there is
some troubling news emanating from the Athletics
Department. Because of glaring accounting errors,
ballooning travel expenses and the rising costs of
attracting and keeping athletes, students are once
again being looked upon to foot the bill — a bill that
totals approximately $1 million. 
Instead of the current $60 yearly fee, administrators
want students to eventually pay $120 a year. The
administration tells us that the
fee increase is necessary in order
to keep up with inflation and stu-
dents have not seen an increase
in the athletic fee in 12 years.
They also tell us that other
schools with comparable athletic
programs pay fees of more than a
$100 a year in order to support
athletic programs. All of these
arguments certainly have merit
and must be debated carefully.
We as students should be careful
when making allegations and
assumptions about misconduct or
mismanagement.
However, I write today to ask the students, do we
go to the Stadium of Montana or the University of
Montana? This fee increase and the decision we as
students will have to eventually make, whether we
support it or not, will lend an answer to the above
question. I propose today to say we wish to attend the
University of Montana.
I would predict that every student who attends UM
is here for the same reason: to get a quality education
so we can be competitive as we enter the workforce.
But while some athletes participate in less than ethical
behavior and still receive full scholarships, the aver-
age student is working one or even two jobs while try-
ing to attend class full time, and taking out an ever
increasing amount of student loans. This cannot con-
tinue.
Students have had to pay an increasingly large share
of the costs of an education at a supposed public insti-
tution over the last decade. With dwindling state sup-
port, we must make sure the dollars we contribute are
spent carefully. And we have every right to provide
that oversight. 
It has been noted that the athletics program is a
beast that wants more and more dollars. It is time to
tame that beast. It is time to say no to the beast.
Enough is enough. 
While we sit on floors and heaters in
overfilled classrooms, our beloved sta-
dium received a whopping new addi-
tion, and students received a marginal
seating increase while still paying more
for ticket services.
ASUM is currently involved in nego-
tiations with the administration and ath-
letics in order to work out a solution to
the dilemma we face. However, it is
imperative that students outside of
ASUM come to senate meetings and
make public comments, send comments
to ASUM through the ASUM Web site,
drop off comments in the ASUM
office, and write letters to the Kaimin. In other words,
students need to become vocal; students have
remained reticent far too long. 
The decision to raise the student athletic fee might
result in a battle, a battle students should be prepared
to win. It is possible that there will be some options
available to offset the $1 million deficit and soften the
fee increase. Selling alcohol at games, relinquishing
student seats, attracting more corporate sponsorship
and cutting travel are all viable. But the fact of the
matter is, students need to be candid and let ASUM,
the administration, and athletics know exactly how we
feel about the matter. It is the only way. 
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Students should oppose fee increase
While we sit on floors and
heaters in overfilled class-
rooms, our beloved stadium
received a whopping new
addition, and students
received a marginal seating
increase while still paying
more for ticket services.
Robert J. Welsh
Guest Column by
A Democrat and a Republican as running mates? In Montana?
Believe it or not, the state’s leading candidate for governor,
Democrat Brian Schweitzer, shook up Montana’s all too partisan
political infrastructure last month when he chose Sen. John
Bohlinger, R-Billings, as his running mate. But is the move a
sign that Schweitzer would be willing to work with both parties
in the Legislature, or merely a sly political gimmick that he will
use to help give the Democratic Party its first gubernatorial win
since 1984?
Either way, the nomination has made for plenty of pissed off
partisan politicians.
Start with Democrats, many of whom feel betrayed by
Schweitzer’s choice to nominate a Republican for the state’s sec-
ond best post. Schweitzer’s competition in the Democratic pri-
mary, John Vincent, recently told Lee Newspapers that his cam-
paign has received a boost from Democrats who would prefer to
see an all-Democratic ticket. Vincent has been campaigning
under the slogan “in the governor’s office, two Democrats are
better than one.”
Then there are the Republicans, who have already — in the
spirit of partisan Montana tradition — said they will not work to
make laws with former ally Bohlinger, much less Schweitzer.
They feel that Bohlinger has double-crossed his party by jumping
on board to work with a Democrat.
Bohlinger was never the biggest conservative to begin with. In
the 2003 Legislature, Bohlinger proposed separate bills to raise
taxes on cigarettes and gambling and also a state sales tax. His
increase in revenue would have gone toward income and property
tax reliefs and K-12 education, although none of them passed.
If the move by Schweitzer is a ploy, it is indeed a clever one.
You can see the campaign posters already, can’t you?
Instead of “BRIAN SCHWEITZER, DEMOCRAT” in big let-
ters, we’re going to be seeing “Schweitzer and Bohlinger” in
similar sized type, with no party designation and something like
“Working Together” or “The End of Politics as Usual.” For a
Democrat trying to get elected in Montana, Schweitzer must real-
ize that the latter two examples of posters provide far better alter-
natives. Just ask Democratic Sen. Max Baucus, who goes out of
his way to hide his party affiliation every election year in order
to get elected in this predominately conservative state. There’s a
reason that you saw more “Montana’s Max” posters than
“Democrats for Max Baucus” ones, and Baucus’s radio and tele-
vision spots featured a pseudo-endorsement by President Bush.
Of course, Schweitzer told the Kaimin on Monday that the
choice of Bohlinger is not a gimmick.
“Some high people in the GOP are worried that this choice will
take power away from the unelected elite within their party,”
Schweitzer said. “But the people of Montana don’t care which
party great ideas come from. The people of Montana just want
great new ideas. The elite aren’t going to like us working togeth-
er, but it’s all over. It’s done. We’re going to build that bridge ...
So when the elite say this as a gimmick, I’ve gotta tell you that
the people of Montana can see through that.”
Should Schweitzer — who has the advantages of solid name
recognition, a lead in the polls and quite a bit more money than
other candidates of both parties — end up winning the election, it
will be interesting to find out if his choice of Bohlinger is a gen-
uine step toward common ground or just another political trick.
Yet at the risk of political naivete, there is hope that Schweitzer’s
move could be the spark that begets a new spirit of compromise
in Helena, one that would surely benefit Montanans.
-Luke Johnson, Arts Editor
Bipartisan ticket: A ploy
or a new vision?
Letters 
to the editor
TYLER DEGUIRE BRANDON SINKBEIL
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Weatheror not Calendar of Events
This Week
Art Gallery
Social Sciences Building first floor 
— 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Exhibit and reception - Ninth-annual Juried
Student Art Exhibition, through March 8.  See
art that is completely free of “happy mis-
takes.”
Today Yo, March 3
Workshop
Lommasson Center 154 
— 4:30-6 p.m.
Workshop - “Work Abroad:
How to Pay for Your Summer
Travel Overseas.”  The secret to studying
abroad?  Don’t let her catch you 
staring.  Hiyo!  Free, but registration is
required.  Call 243-2022
Hand Game Film
UC Theater — 7 p.m.
Film - Multicultural Film Series: “Hand
Game: The Native North American Game of
Power and Chance.” It’s like...a million times
better than jacks.
Menu: Fa-Ji-Ta
Food Zoo — 11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Menu - Fajita bar lunch. Fajita MADNESS!
ASUM Senate Meeting
UC 332-333 — 6 p.m.
Meeting - ASUM Senate meeting.  What’s
purple, makes UM resolutions, and eats rocks?
The ASUM Senate! (We lied about the whole
purple and eating rocks thing...sorry.)
Thursday, March 4
Delicious Blood Drive
Pantzer Hall — all day
Blood drive - American Red
Cross blood drive.  Hey you!
Yeah, you — Mr. I’ve Got
Blood And I’m Not Sharing.
Just who do you think you are?
Call 543-6695 for appointments.
Student Recital
Music Recital Hall — 7:30 p.m.
Student recital - Soprano Angela Purinton.
Her power over you / grows stronger yet / And
though you turn from her / to glance behind /
Angel-a Purinton is there — inside your mind!
Nose Ring Workshop
Lommasson Center 154 — 4:30--6 p.m.
Workshop - “What Do I Say When They
Ask Me About My Nose Ring?”  If you
answered “totallly freak out” then you are
WRONG!  Open to the public, but registration
is required.  Call Career Services: 243-2022.
Items for the Calendar of Events may be submitted to editor@kaimin.org. 
We do not guarantee the publication of all submitted items.
Accuracy Watch
High:
Low: 26 Chance of rain, snow
Kaimin Weather - “This is Montana weather”
In the amount of time it took to write this forecast the sun cameout, it rained and it snowed. And it only took three minutes to dothe forecast. Weird weather all around yesterday, and probably
today and tomorrow, too. The clouds going over the top of us are full
of snow, and the valleys are full of warm air. This time the snow is
winning out. 
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a 
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page. 
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Wednesday is LADIES’ NIGHT
at the Montana Kaimin.
Ladies read FREE!
Ask-an-Alum Career Leadership Luncheon 
 
Panel of alumni — Education & Non-profit focus 
 
Matt Erickson, Natural History Center at Fort Missoula 
Merry Hutton, St. Patrick Hospital 
Melissa Sladek, Travelers Rest Preservation 
 
Lunch is on us and hear how important it is to be 
involved from local UM alumni.  
 
Join us TODAY in UC 330/331 at noon. 
Explore the possibilities…            www.umt.edu/career  C
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Be There!   RSVP 243-5082 
Sponsored by:  
Office of Career Services  
Ask-an-Alum Mentoring Program & 
The Center for Leadership Development 
Did you miss last 
week’s Women’s 
Panel? 
Visit the ASUM web page to
post your opinions and ideas
www.umt.edu/asum
Phone:
243-ASUM
SENATE MEETING
6 pm UC 323
This Week in ASUM:
•Resolution regarding plus/minus grading to go to
student referendum.
ASUM announcements for week of March 1st 
•Renters Rock WeekMarch 15-19
•Volunteers needed for Walk and Roll week, please
contact Nancy McKiddy in the ASUM transportation
office if interested.
•ASUM general Election Applications are available
beginning March 15th in the ASUM office.
•Final Budgets for ASUM student groups will be
posted in the ASUM office on Monday, March 8th.
Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to 
$360
a month
Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35 
& in good health
Call the donor info line
549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged
Money and Politics:  
Who Owns Democracy? 
 
The University of Montana's Public Policy Research Institute will 
host a National Issues Forum (NIF) on "Money and Politics." A panel 
of professors, community leaders, citizens, and students will have a 
roundtable discussion on the influence of money on American poli-
tics. The public is invited to participate in the discussion. Seating is 
limited.  
 
For additional information contact Professor Jeffrey Greene in the 
Department of Political Science 243-6181 or 243-5202. 
 
Date: Sunday, March 7 
Time: 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. 
Location: University Center (UC 330/331) 
Admission: Free, but seating is limited 
 
TODAY at 5:30 PM
Voted
Missoula’s Best
Serving Missoula
Since 1994
2 locations
432 N. Higgins (Downtown)
1221 Helen Ave. (1 block off campus)
Soup • Sandwiches • Beer • Bakery
BUY 1
GET 1
 FREE
LATTE
John Kerry cemented the
Democratic presidential nomination,
driving rival John Edwards from the
race with a string of Super Tuesday
triumphs that catapulted the
Massachusetts senator into an eight-
month struggle to oust President
Bush.
“Change is coming to America,”
Kerry said, capping a remarkable
comeback that began this year with
his candidacy on the brink of extinc-
tion in Iowa and New Hampshire.
Dominating all comers, the four-
term lawmaker won 27 of 30 elec-
tions as each victory fed on the next
in a swell of momentum that no rival
could overcome. From Edwards’
Southern strongholds to the jobs-
poor Midwest states of Ohio and
Michigan to the growing Southwest
battleground of Arizona to his own
New England base, Kerry racked up
victories in a a six-week primary
season that amplified Democratic
criticism of the Republican incum-
bent.
In state after state, Democrats said
their top priority was a candidate
who could defeat a wartime presi-
dent with a $100 million-plus cam-
paign treasury. Kerry, a decorated
Vietnam veteran, won an over-
whelming number of their votes, and
now leads a relatively united party
against Bush.
“I am a fighter, and for more than
30 years I have been on the battle
lines, on the front lines, for fairness
and mainstream American values,”
Kerry told cheering supporters in
Washington, D.C., promising to
close tax loopholes, offer new incen-
tives for manufacturers, protect the
environment, raise the minimum
wage and cut health care costs.
The crowd shouted along with
him as Kerry delivered his signature
line: “If George Bush wants to make
national security the central issue of
2004, I have three words that I know
he understands — Bring. It. On.”
Strategists in both parties say the
general election may be one of the
nastiest in memory, with both camps
seeking to energize their core sup-
porters. In a polarized nation, there
are fewer swing voters to be courted
with warm-and-fuzzy politicking,
they say.
Pivoting quickly to the Nov. 2
election, Kerry ordered his staff to
immediately put in place a process to
review potential vice presidential
candidates, according to senior
advisers. They said it was possible,
but not likely, that Kerry would
choose a nominee well before the
Democratic nominating convention
in his hometown of Boston in July.
Aides said Kerry had grown frus-
trated with Edwards’ claim that he
was the only candidate who could
beat Bush, but not enough to pre-
clude his consideration for a vice
presidential nomination
Seizing the party’s reins, Kerry
planned a new, less-visible role for
Democratic National Committee
chairman Terry McAuliffe, aides
said. The candidate’s first general
campaign stop will be Wednesday in
Florida, site of the historic 2000
recount election that gave Bush the
presidency.
His poll ratings slipping, Bush
begins a multimillion-dollar TV ad
blitz Thursday designed to bolster
his political fortunes. Kerry is pre-
pared to dip into Democratic Party
coffers to pay for his own ads, but
Bush has a huge cash advantage.
Briefly setting aside their differ-
ences, Kerry took a congratulatory
call from Bush.
“You had an important victory
tonight,” the president told Kerry,
adding that he looked forward to a
“spirited fight.”
Hours earlier, Bush had dispatched
Vice President Dick Cheney to TV
studios to criticize the presumptive
foe. “He very clearly has over the
years adopted a series of positions
that indicate a desire to cut the
defense budget, cut the intelligence
budget, to eliminate many major
weapons programs,” Cheney said of
Kerry, a 19-year Senate veteran.
Kerry called Edwards, whose lone
win was South Carolina, “A great
voice for our party.” He commended
another fallen rival, Howard Dean, in
an effort to unite the party.
Calling Kerry “my friend,”
Edwards told supporters in Atlanta,
“He’s been an extraordinary advo-
cate for causes that all of us believe
in.”
The freshman senator from North
Carolina stopped just short of con-
ceding, but two Democratic officials
said on condition of anonymity that
Edwards would step aside
Wednesday in Raleigh, N.C.
Kerry rolled up huge Super
Tuesday triumphs in California, New
York, Ohio, Maryland, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, Minnesota and his
home state of Massachusetts, as well
as a razor-thin win in Georgia. Dean
denied Kerry a sweep, winning his
home state of Vermont two weeks
after dropping out of the race.
In all, 10 states with a combined
population of 94 million — one-third
of the U.S. total — awarded 1,151
delegates, more than half of the
2,162 needed to seize the nomina-
tion.
Kerry, a 60-year-old senator, had
1,127 delegates to Edwards’ 376.
Dean had 182, Al Sharpton 24 and
Rep. Dennis Kucinich of Ohio 16. In
a bit of cold comfort, Kucinich won
his primary for re-election to the
House.
“The issue that drove me is getting
rid of Bush, and that led me to
Kerry,” said Ron Debry, 47, of sub-
urban Cincinnati. “Maybe Edwards
someday, but I don’t think he’s ready
yet.”
Exit polls showed Kerry dominat-
ed among Democrats of all philoso-
phies and all stripes. No matter who
they picked Tuesday, voters seemed
comfortable with Kerry as the nomi-
nee: About eight in 10 voters said
they would be satisfied if he won the
Democratic race.
And his support came from across
the landscape: from men and
women, blacks, whites and
Hispanics, and voters of all age and
income groups, according to exit
polls conducted for The Associated
Press and TV networks by Edison
Media Research and Mitofsky
International.
Edwards made U.S. trade agree-
ments a centerpiece of his campaign,
and exit polls show voters were sym-
pathetic to his arguments: Some 60
percent said trade takes jobs from
their states.
But even among these voters,
some six in 10 voted for Kerry, dou-
ble Edwards’ take.
Democratic interest groups,
required to act independently of the
Kerry camp, plan to soon air ads crit-
ical of Bush.
Kerry declined to talk about his
advertising or other general election
strategies, but said he will be able to
compete against the cash-flush Bush.
“The president has an enormous
lead. He has extraordinary sums of
money ... and we’re going to have to
fight hard to raise money and com-
pete,” Kerry told The Associated
Press.
He said several of his former
rivals had offered to help raise
money.
In a preview of a potential general
election fight, Kerry and Edwards
took a Super Tuesday time-out in the
Senate to vote for extending the ban
on military-style assault weapons.
Kerry was the last man standing
from a crowded field.
Among those eliminated along the
way: Sen. Bob Graham of Florida,
former Illinois Sen. Carol Moseley
Braun, Sen. Joe Lieberman of
Connecticut, retired Army Gen.
Wesley Clark and Dean.
Dean entered the year the undis-
puted front-runner, but finished
behind both Kerry and Edwards in
Iowa on Jan. 19. His candidacy
imploded as Kerry’s soared.
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Show Off Your Work
Do you have a research or
creative project that you’d like to
share with the campus community?
This is your moment.
Submit a proposal for a presentation at
the University of Montana Conference of
Undergraduate Research on April 15-17.
Your presentation can be an oral research report,
poster, exhibit or performance.  You can stage a
dance or take part in a panel discussion.
Cash prizes will be awarded
for best presentation.
Don’t delay.  Submission deadline is
March 8th.  For more info or to submit your
proposal online, visit our website at
http://www. umcur.org/
A Day at the Beach
A Day at the Beach
A Day at the Beach
30 Days Unlimited
Tanning for $25
Call for an appointment or walk-in
A Day at the Beach
3101 S. Russell 728-6460
5 FOR 1
$9999
includes:
1. Professional Eye Exam
2. Soft Contact Lenses Bausch & 
Lomb FW or 04
3. Lenses, Single Vision Plastic
4. Contact Lens Kit
5. Case For Glasses
1431 S. Higgins, Missoula
549-5550
Polson
883-4733
Deer Lodge
846-2854
Rae Stine
Certified Optician
Dr. David Vainio • Dr. Beth Horner
Optometrists • Evening Appointments AvailableAMERICAN EYECARE
SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY
We accept Medicaid, Medicare, Blue
Chip & many vision insurance plans
$199
1 Year Supply Contacts & Exam
Included plus 6 Bottles of Renu
(8 Boxes Sof Lens 59)
SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY
e accept Medicaid, Medicare, Blue 
Chip & many vision insurance plans.
Ask about our New Warranty Program
Kerry locks up nomination; Edwards to bail out
Ron Fourner
Associated Press Writer
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Manuscript Editing
By Former U.M. Professor
Larry Godwin, Ph.D.
1720 Brooks St., Suite 3
728-3573
Explore the possibilities…  www.umt.edu/career  
How to Pay for Your 
Summer Travel Overseas 
Today, March 3rd 
Work Abroad Workshop 
All workshops are in the Lommasson Center, 
Room 154 from 4:30-6:00 pm 
Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:
1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
The call is free and so is the report.
Car Accident Victims
In the farthest
corner of the
Registrar’s
Office a woman
sits at a desk
with a pen, a
bottle of
Whiteout and a
list of 2,400 classes and 98 class-
rooms.
She knows every hallway,
every room and nearly every sec-
retary on the University of
Montana campus.
The clock on the wall ticks
away each second of the semester
as Karen Blazevich rushes to
meet her never-ending deadlines
as UM’s classroom scheduling
coordinator.
Blazevich, 44, is responsible
for finding a place in her giant
notebooks of schedule matrices
for almost every class and special
event at UM.
And she does it all with a pen.
“If I were to go over pencil
with my hand, I would smear it,”
she says. “I think I’m the only
one in this office they order
Whiteout for.”
When Blazevich interviewed
for the job in January 2000, she
promised she would outlast any
of the five schedulers who had
held the job during the four years
she had been a secretary in the
UM math department. Having
seen the other side of scheduling
crises, she had a feeling she’d
like the work.
“I enjoy doing jigsaw puzzles
and solving logical problems,”
she says. “Think of this one as a
puzzle in different shades of one
color. That’s what this job is, a
big puzzle.”
It’s a puzzle Blazevich is con-
stantly working on. Right now
she’s working daily on the sched-
ules for this semester, summer
session, fall 2004, and
Wintersession and spring 2005. 
All of the work she does is
recorded in color-coded note-
books filled with scheduling
charts. These notebooks are the
only copies of the information,
and Blazevich says she’d be in
a lot of trouble if one were ever
misplaced.
“I’d be totally lost,” she
declares. “But nobody would
want this stuff. Nobody would
ever read this stuff after my
handwriting. I think I’ve
tweaked it enough that it’s mine
now.”
But hers is not a job many
people would find appealing.
Blazevich works closely with
department secretaries and fac-
ulty on campus, many of whom
appreciate the job she does.
Paula Fisher, an administra-
tive aide in the foreign lan-
guages and literatures depart-
ment, says she works with
Blazevich daily.
“She’s extremely helpful and
patient because with a large fac-
ulty we have a lot of requests for
booking rooms,” Fisher explains.
“I’m sure she’s saved us a few
times.”
Michelle Johnsen, office man-
ager in the math department,
worked beside Blazevich in the
Math Building for several years.
She says she’s glad Blazevich
switched to her classroom sched-
uling position because it’s nice to
have someone in that office who
enjoys the job and wants to stay.
“She has been quick and accu-
rate,” Johnsen says. “She’s
always tried to accommodate the
math department.”
Johnsen says at the beginning
of a semester it’s not unusual for
her to speak with Blazevich three
to five times a day.
Although the three weeks
before each term starts are
Blazevich’s busiest, even during
the off-season she’s constantly
having to reschedule rooms
whenever there’s maintenance,
vandalism or a conflict with dis-
ability access, such as a broken
elevator or an injured student or
faculty member who requires new
accommodations.
Still, most problems stem from
the fact that Blazevich must try to
squeeze 2,400 classes into fewer
than 100 classrooms.
This week she sent out about
10 letters to faculty members
whose fall semester classes she
simply can’t find a place for.
Finding classrooms with a seat
for every student is Blazevich’s
top priority. She tries not to have
more than 10 empty seats in a
room and anticipates about a 10-
percent enrollment change in
either direction for each class.
When things don’t work out
quite right, Blazevich finds her-
self running around campus the
Friday before classes begin, post-
ing redirection notices on class-
room doors.
Blazevich says finding the per-
fect fit for each class becomes
more difficult when instructors
seek special rooms, such as those
with movable chairs or better
technology opportunities.
“It’s hard when a class that has
an enrollment of 20 wants to be
in a lecture room with the high-
tech equipment,” she says, “and
as classes move toward a general
lecture style, there are only so
many places you can put them.”
When she sits down to start
charting a schedule, Blazevich
begins with those tough-to-fit
introductory language classes that
are held every day and usually
ends with trying to accommodate
those coveted Tuesday-Thursday
morning courses.
“All the instructors want
Tuesday-Thursdays. So do the
students,” she says. “Sometimes I
just think, ‘There’s got to be just
one more Tuesday—Thursday,
9:40-to-11:00 slot.’”
In her four years as classroom
scheduling coordinator, Blazevich
has had a lot of strange inquiries
for booking events.
“I get requests for weddings,”
Blazevich says. “They think Urey
Lecture Hall would be a great
place. I say, ‘That’s fine. Just
don’t eat food.’”
But Blazevich’s troubles will
be eased a bit when, starting with
the 2005-2006 school year, a new
computer program will turn what
now takes her an estimated 60
hours of work into a two-minute
scheduling process for each term,
once all the data has been entered
into the computer.
“I’m actually going to miss
doing it by hand,” she says. “But
it will be a blessing.”
Jessica Wambach
Montana Kaimin
Annie P. Warren/Montana Kaimin
“I love chaos, apparently,” jokes Karen Blazevich about her job as UM’s classroom scheduling coordinator, a
position she facilitates from her desk in the Registrar’s Office. 
Schedule coordinator assembles classroom ‘puzzle’
Thousands
of classes
and 98 rooms
make for one
tough job
www.kaimin.org
I can’t believe
it’s not paper!
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Stop the presses. Uncle Luke is in
love.
No, not with a woman. Nor a man.
Nor even with a sensuous, decadent
robot. Nope. Your Uncle L. has fallen
back in love with the presses them-
selves, or more specifically with
journalism as a whole.
For quite some time, I had been
feeling pretty ambivalent toward
journalism. On the one hand, I love
writing my column (which one could
technically consider journalism in the
loosest sense of the word), but on the
other hand, I was beginning to dis-
like most everything else about jour-
nalism. You can imagine this was not
the best attitude for a journalism
major to subscribe to.
It’s just that, as a young person in
newspapers, you don’t get to cover
the big important stories right away.
Over the course of my long and sto-
ried journalism career — which
includes my internship at the Great
Falls Tribune this past summer and
six semesters at the Kaimin — I’ve
been lucky enough to cover a lot of
big stories and partake in off-the-wall
antics with my column. But I’ve also
written up my fair share of boring,
useless news. It’s just part of your
job, paying your dues to work your
way up the ladder, but it was lifeless
enough to start me thinking about
another line of work.
In journalism we are taught to
obey the formula, to get the story out
to you, the readers, so that you can
decide what you think about the
news with as little hassle as possible.
While this is good for y’all, it’s not
necessarily the biggest ego boost to
journalists. Even when we write a
good story under the formula, the
accolades come few and far between.
We often feel under-appreciated.
I know that I began to feel like a
pretty big tool, right there in the hip
pocket of The Man. Doing his bid-
ding, writing his articles, his way.
Where was my creativity coming
through in my hard-hitting article
about earth tubs? How was I show-
ing my originality in my gravely
important piece about Pearl Jam tick-
ets? I felt like I’d had enough of writ-
ing about crap that only halfway
deserved to be in the news.
But toward the end of last year and
continuing through this semester, my
passion for journalism has come
back in a big way. I only needed to
take 12 credits to graduate this
spring, so I’ve had a lot of free time
on my hands and have been fortunate
enough to get to work on some sto-
ries that have meant a lot to me.
I’ve written a couple of profiles on
people whom I’ve admired, a couple
of editorials on issues that I feel pas-
sionately about, and even slipped in a
couple of serious, heartfelt columns
among my normal spattering of sar-
castic ones.
These stories gave me back the
best feeling you can get in journal-
ism. It’s the feeling you get when
you’ve either sought out or stumbled
upon a story that’s so amazing you
know you’ll have to do the best you
possibly can, just so that you might
do justice to the story.
The first time I got this feeling, I
was a newly hired, teenage arts
reporter here at the Kaimin. I was so
unpolished at the time that I could
scarcely write my way out of a wet
paper sack. But somehow I got hired
and got an assignment to cover a
photography exhibit that a gentleman
named Anthony Cesare was putting
on. The exhibit, which was put up
about a month after 9-11, was a pho-
tographic tribute to the Twin Towers.
Cesare was not only a great photog-
rapher, but also a powerful speaker.
His words shook me up at several
points during our interview. On the
way out of the museum, I remember
thinking to myself, “Wow, this is a
great story. Now how the hell am I
going to tell it?”
We journalists all need to realize
that while we may be tools in the
telling of someone else’s story, we
are some of the most vital, necessary
tools at the public’s disposal.
Although there are countless
examples of the power of journalism,
perhaps the most important role jour-
nalists serve in a free society is the
power to check our own government.
Two hundred years ago, the United
States may have had a three-branch
system, but now it’s indisputably
four branches. The fourth and
arguably mightiest branch of govern-
ment is the media.
Think about it. If intelligent jour-
nalists weren’t out there, the public
would be left to eat up the political
status quo of the candidates in power.
There would be no one to protect the
people from elected officials, no one
looking to uncover the dirt. No mass
discourse between the people and
their government. This is why it is so
important we fight to break up the
mammoth corporations that control
the vast majority of media in this
country. It is also why journalists
must be ethically sound.
But we know that consequential
stories do not just happen on the
national landscape. They are not just
written at The New York Times and
Washington Post. They happen
everywhere and are covered every-
where, even by journalists at the
Montana Kaimin.
I know that the prevailing opinion
amongst certain students and profes-
sors on campus is that the Kaimin
sucks, but it seems to me that you are
all just spoiled.
Now, you know me. I’ve never
been opposed to compliments, but
there’s one I get fairly often that real-
ly frustrates me: “Oh, you’re Uncle
Luke. Man, I love your column. It’s
the only reason I pick up the
Kaimin.” Having this kind of praise
rained upon you is more like getting
spat on.
I don’t think people realize how
hard everyone here at the Kaimin
works. We’re here Mondays through
Thursdays from 8 a.m. to 3 a.m.
working on stories, shooting photos,
editing and designing. Then we get
the privilege of enjoying the distinct
pleasure of spending our Friday
afternoons in meetings, discussing
how we can do better next week.
Yeah, but at least we’re well paid,
right? Not exactly. Those of us who
are compensated at all make mini-
mum wage and are paid for only
about one-half or one-third of the
hours we work. I make this point not
on behalf of myself — I feel like I
have the best student job on campus
and would gladly do it for free — but
on behalf of my co-workers.
Actually, I get the feeling the majori-
ty of them would do it for free as
well.
That’s what’s so special about
working at the Kaimin. Yeah, we’re
learning on the job, but we take great
pride in what we do as well we
should. Yeah, we’re “just kids,” but
even though we have to spend part of
our time concentrating on school, we
still pretty consistently beat the
Missoulian’s full-time staff of
“adults” who have all day to work on
stories.
In Tuesday’s Kaimin we ran a pair
of stories about the deficit in the
Athletic Department. Six different
editors and reporters rushed around
for the entire day, interviewing
source after source to make sure that
we were not getting the runaround, to
make sure that we were not going to
get beat on the story. We care about
what we run. You have a right to the
news on campus and it’s our job to
get it to you. We take our job very
seriously.
So when Joe Blow explains to me
that the Kaimin sucks, I’ve got to
take a step back and think about
whom I’m speaking with. Then I’d
have to say to Joe, “You know what,
Joseph? Not only are you not right
about the Kaimin sucking, you are
100 percent in the wrong. When you
spout off imbecilic garbage like that,
I’m left with no option but to calmly
inform you that it is you, Joe, who in
fact sucks. Not the Kaimin, Joe. You.
You suck, Joe. You’re an idiot and
you suck. And that’s not a winning
combination, Joe.”
I might be a bit biased, I realize.
But if you really feel like the Kaimin
sucks, why not call us with the story
ideas that you want to see (243-
4310), why not e-mail us and tell us
how you think we could improve
(editor@kaimin.org).
If you have any interest in the
power of journalism, I encourage you
to apply here at the Kaimin. Who
knows, you might get your foot in
the door and end up becoming a
sacred cow like Uncle L. and get to
write a sterile column about journal-
ism with no fireworks, very little sex
and not even one damned troggle.
So I’m sorry I might have bored
you this week, but what can I say?
I’ve got stars in my eyes. I’m weak
in the knees. I’ve got butterflies in
my stomach and my head in the
clouds. I’m in love.
Uncle Luke
Presents
By Luke Johnson
Journalism: Iffy or Cool? 'Cool,' says this journalist
The smoke rises through the crowd as an
acoustic guitar echoes throughout the bar. 
“Good evening, Missoula. I’m going to play a
little tune that I wrote, and it’s the first go on
stage with it so, ahh, yeah. Here you go,” a solo
guitarist says.
The crowds may ebb and flow but remain
present in the bar on a Monday night. The rest
of Missoula bars may be empty, but an open mic
lures musicians and friends out on week nights
that would normally be quiet.
Missoula’s music scene is alive with musi-
cians. In a county of 95,800 people, it can sup-
port five open-mic forums for local musicians,
bands passing through town and comedians who
perform on stage. A place to truly feel the but-
terflies in the stomach with an audience of
friends and strangers, while becoming more
comfortable on stage.
There is always a group. A group of friends,
friends in support, with cheering and high-fives
to give to those they know on stage. Each per-
former has a following, bringing friends to listen
to the range from ’80s covers to soft folk, free-
style flows to good old rock ‘n’ roll. 
“(Open mics) are a variety of different music
and give musicians a chance to do their thing,”
said Mike Avery, musician and open-mic sound
technician. “Many don’t have enough material
or are shy. It provides a looser atmosphere.”
Avery hosts the open mics at both Sean
Kelly’s and the UC.
“There is a lot of good musicians in
Missoula,” Avery said. “Many do not have the
large enough set-up or bands. So this is their
outlet.”
A musical outlet is vital to musicians and
their development. It is the place where a long
relationship with the crowd, stage and micro-
phone begins.
“It is a stepping stone to move forward if
that’s what you want to do,” Chad Lantz said.
He spoke of attaining stage presence from the
open mics he’s played over the past four years.
Music is what he plans to do for the rest of his
life.
Andrea Harsell, a musician and promoter
from The Other Side, launched her musical
career through open mic performances. She
spoke of “Superstar Andrea Tuesday,” when the
owner of The Ritz unknowingly booked her for
a three-hour slot. She learned 22 songs in two
days because she didn’t have enough material to
fill the time. A typical open-mic slot is 20 to 30
minutes. 
“It is important to meeting up with other
musicians and that’s where bands are built,”
Harsell said. “I don’t think I would be here
today if he didn’t push me.” 
She now plays with a band, the Andrea
Harsell Project.
The Other Side, which had its grand opening
in February, hosts its open mics on Monday
night, the same night as Sean Kelly’s.
“(The Other Side) is more of a concert setting
for those who haven’t tried it,” Harsell said.
The Other Side is a mid-size music venue.
Sean Kelly’s is a pub. Each venue’s open mic
successes lies with the musicians because the
musicians draw the crowd. 
Sasha Boston has performed at Sean Kelly’s
for a year now, three times a month, just her
voice and her guitar. 
“Sean Kelly’s crowd is smaller and less
intimidating,” Boston said. “It really helps me
develop my skills onstage and with the micro-
phone.”
She has played The Ritz on Tuesday night a
few times, but stays loyal to Sean Kelly’s. 
Chad Lantz is in the process of forming a
four-member band. “I’d like to go check out The
Other Side,” he said after finishing his solo per-
formance at Sean Kelly’s. 
The Other Side has a full concert stage and
sound system. Sean Kelly’s has a 15-by-12-foot
stage, tucked into the corner.
Two University of Montana graduates and
patrons at Sean Kelly’s on Monday night spoke
of an open-mic forum being an inspiration. They
are just learning to play the guitar and drums,
when they are not skiing.
“Everyone loves music,” they agreed. 
Break Espresso in the University District
hosts an open mic on Wednesday night. It began
last spring once a month. Now, twice a month,
performers bring their harmonica, humor, read-
ings and, of course, acoustic guitars. It often
turns into a standing room for the listeners.
The UC hosted a test-run open mic last
Thursday.
“It is a different take and angle on program-
ming for us,” said Kacie Briney, UC events
coordinator. She was worried at first. No one
called to sign up to play, not until a couple of
days before.
“We had an overwhelming response,” Briney
said. It is now a monthly event at Junga Juice in
the UC. 
To sign up, all five venues slot times on a
first-come, first-play basis. 
When Tara Nicholson unlocks the door at The
Ritz on Tuesday afternoon, the phone is already
ringing. The Ritz, The Other Side and Sean
Kelly’s do not allowing bookings until the
evening of the event, but all are welcome. 
Many people speak of enjoying open-mic
nights because of the wide variety of music.
Some may like it and some may not. But live
music, with a crowd and a microphone is why
the artists are there, and the crowd follows, all
four week nights.  
“There is something about original music that
I like,” Avery said.
Lucia Stewart
Montana Kaimin
Local talents liven Missoula open-mic nights
Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin
UM students Sam Lewis (left) and Daniel Wagner perform during the open-mic night last
Thursday at Junga Juice in the UC. Many area venues host weekly open mics.
“Gelande!”
The cheer from the crew grilling
burgers greets the airborne skiers as
each flies into view and seconds
later slaps down onto snow, coming
to Earth hundreds of feet from the
takeoff site.
A Snowbowl tradition took flight
again this weekend as the ski resort
welcomed back the Gelande
Snowbowl Cup Championships.
Snowbowl has had Gelande
jumping since the ramp at
Snowbowl was constructed in
1967.
Gelande can be considered a
cross between downhill skiing and
nordic ski jumping. The idea is the
same, race down the hill, fling
yourself off the massive ramp, and
“fly” as far as you can. The differ-
ence is in the equipment. Nordic
jumpers use special extra-wide skis
and suits with panels to help them
fly farther. Gelande jumpers leap in
traditional downhill skiing equip-
ment, fixed-heel bindings, race
suits and poles.
Snowbowl’s competition is
unique. Unlike other jumps, with a
straight run into the ramp,
Snowbowl’s run has a curve on the
way in.
“You have to have nuts the size
of cantaloupes to do this stuff,”
head judge Jon Yobst said.
Skiers must first make the turn
and then have mere seconds to
straighten themselves out and place
their weight evenly over the skis
again, all at 50 miles per hour. This
is why Snowbowl’s jump is often
referred to as a “skier’s jump.” If
you’re not a good skier, bad things
can happen.
A bad thing almost happened to
Brian Lithgow from New
Hampshire. On his second-to-the-
last jump Lithgow came off the
ramp crooked. He twisted through
the air as the judges cussed and
dove for cover. 
Remarkably Lithgow sailed past
the judges and was able to land and
ski to safety. With wide eyes the
small group, judging atop the knoll
by the takeoff ramp, regained its
composure, swallowed some more
beer, and prepared to judge again.
Just to get clear of the initial
knoll and reach the steeper free-fall
portion of the course, contestants
must jump at least 80 feet. After
that the hill drops away, allowing
the jumpers to freefall. 
The current hill record stands at
203 feet. After that the hill begins
to flatten out, landing on the flat
section would be “like hitting a
wall,” according to 2nd place win-
ner Brent Wilson. 
On Sunday the lighting was flat,
the worst possible kind. Flat light
happens when the sun is blocked
by the clouds. The diffused white
light doesn’t make shadows that
skiers need for depth perception.
Sometimes it makes it impossible
to tell the difference between snow-
covered hills and sky. To give
skiers an idea of where the landing
hill was, the judging crew scattered
small pine branches down its
length. The small green spots gave
the surface visual depth.
It is entirely appropriate that the
go-ahead signal for jumpers is a
large black flag with skull and
cross bones. The famous “Jolly
Roger” waves like some macabre
green light for skiers and the wait-
ing crowd gathered below on
Snowbowl’s deck.  
Jon Yobst is the the cigar chomp-
ing head judge, known as “The
Beast,” who runs the show atop the
hill. He holds the flag, helps judge
on style and does impor-
tant duties such as deliver beer to
the University of Montana
women’s rugby team, which tradi-
tionally lines the side of the landing
hill and judges distance.
“I got the first ‘Jolly Roger’ from
the top of the Rhino bar. It just rep-
resents the overall attitude it takes
for jumping ... you have to have no
fear,” Yobst said.
Yobst, like many of the people
gathered to watch, had a history of
jumping. He tied the hill record in
1991 at 202 feet on his second-to-
last jump ever. He crashed on his
last jump and has never made one
since.
“We moved the start up, it cloud-
ed over and got cold. I went 202
feet and tied the record, and then
the next jump of the last round
about six of us blew up. I never
went 203,” he said.
Fortunately, there was only one
wreck on Sunday. Devin
Dufenhorst sailed down the hill on
what would have been his best
jump, but the second he stomped
down his right ski came off and in
an instant he was sliding along the
abrasive snow at over fifty miles
per hour on his face.   
The crowd gasped and then
hushed while the ski patrol rushed
to the downed skier.
Waiting at the bottom along the
orange plastic fence were all those
who had jumped before
Dufenhorst. Seconds after the ski
patrol, all the skiers in the group
were rushing to their friend’s side.
The whole hill applauded while
Dufenhorst away. Some skiers
helped carry his equipment to the
lodge while others packed down
the snow to prevent another crash.
Dufenhorst emerged from the
wreck with no major injuries, but
the left side of his face was bruised
and scraped raw and bloody from
the wreck.
“It’s like flying,” Dufenhorst said
later, the blood still wet on his face.
“You really have to lay out over the
front of your skis, you’re free-
falling.”
The camaraderie of Gelande
jumping echoes in the countless
stories and conversations that fill
the bar as the crowd warms up
between rounds of jumps. The
jumps at Snowbowl are visible
from the deck and the event has
become a spectator sport.  
Families in pack boots and bulky
coats herd their kids and mull with
ski patrol.   
Career skiers in weathered ski
coats and duct taped boots look up
from their burgers and beer before
finishing their lunches and heading
out for some more laps.
Interspersed through it all are ex-
jumpers, dressed in their ski gear.
They stand and watch the entire
event. 
Dan Harkins, or “Dannio,” holds
court at the base lodge. Ponytail,
sunglasses and a cold beer, his face
has seen plenty of sunny skiing
days. Harkins jumped from 1982 to
1994 until injuries forced him to
retire from competition.
“A lot of the jumpers are ex-
downhill racers ... by 26 if you
haven’t made it on the U.S. down-
hill team you still have the skis, the
helmet and the suit.  You want to
do something with it, why not jump
professionally, why not jump for
money?” Harkins said.
The most successful professional
Gelande jumpers in the United
States are the Wilson brothers,
Brent, Rolph and Erik. They domi-
nate the prize money.
Brent is past champion and con-
tends fiercely with his brother
Rolph every year for the Snowbowl
cup.  Rolph is the current world
record holder, with a 353-foot jump
at Steam Boat Springs in Colorado
and the defending Snowbowl
champion.
Each Brother has a style as dif-
ferent as his appearance. The
heavy, dark-haired Brent muscles
his way off the jump, yelling as he
flies by in a rush of wind. He took
second.
Rolph is a thinner blonde and is
silent off the jump, his style is just
as quiet. He leans forward off the
ramp and seems to float down the
hill. 
Meanwhile, Erik is a tall muscu-
lar dirty-blonde whose style mixes
that of his two brothers, a combina-
tion much like his appearance. He
grunts and flies. He took third.
“We each want each other to do
equally well,” said Rolph. But he
also said that watching your broth-
ers jump before you puts a lot of
pressure on, especially when they
you are standing alone at the top.
The sport of Gelande is not very
widespread, but is looking to the
new crop of extreme skiers to pick
up the sport.
“We want some younger
jumpers, guys under 30,” said
announcer Glenn Schmidt.” We
want some of those X-game
jumpers to look at this jump, we
think they’ll like it.”
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Upcoming Sports Events
Thursday, March 4
Lady Griz Basketball hunt the Eastern Washington Eagles
in the Adams Center at 7:35 p.m. Question if eagles are still
endangered later. The game can be heard on KLCY radio 930
AM.
Friday, March 5
Women’s tennis faces UNLV in the City of Sin. Matches
begin at 2 p.m.
Saturday, March 6
No. 6 Grizzly Basketball begins the first round of the Big
Sky Championship tournament against No. 3 Idaho State in
Pocatello. The game begins at 2:05 p.m. and can be heard on
KGVO radio 1290 AM. 
Lady Griz Basketball caps off its regular season at home
against the Portland State Vikings at 7:35 p.m. We guess you
can listen on the radio, but it would be better if you just
showed up at the Adams Center.
Griz Golf begins the first day of the MSU Bobcat Desert
Classic in Phoenix. The 54-hole tournament last three days.
The University of Montana announced
that Sara Aspinwall, a senior from Great
Falls High School, has recently been
recruited by the Lady Griz soccer team to
play next fall.
Aspinwall is the most decorated Great
Falls High athlete, lettering four times in
soccer, cross-country and swimming, as
well as one letter in track and three in
softball.
She scored six goals and had five
assists for the Bison to help the team fin-
ish 10-5-1 last year, and second place in
class AA. 
During her high school career
Aspinwall was voted MVP three times,
offensive MVP once, captained the team
for three years and made National Honor
Society.
-Kaimin Sports Staff
Lady Griz soccer
recruits top
Montana athlete
Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin
Brent Wilson, who placed second overall, leaps over the heads of spectators during last weekend’s Gelande com-
petition at Snowbowl. Gelande is the same as long jumping except competitors use regular alpine gear instead of
the nordic style equipment used in the Olympics.
Sailing the Snowbowl sky
Skiers risk lives and limbs while judges risk burgers and beer in death-defying sport
Peter Coyle
Montana Kaimin
For the best sports stories read the Kaimin or go to www.kaimin.org
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Erwin’s uplifting spirit. “Her atti-
tude is great. Here she is, this
single mom, and she’s not physi-
cally very big. But she just has a
willingness to get — and do the
job,” Catlin said. “She really has
no problems around here, she
gets along great with everyone.”
Many of the staff members in
the diesel program have been
glad to aid Erwin throughout her
education. During the Christmas
season of 2002, Erwin needed
some extra support for herself
and her three children. COT
Professor Carl Scott bought food,
and another professor purchased
some gifts. 
“She is a single parent and has
set her goals very high for her-
self,” Scott said. “We’ve all tried
our best to make her feel com-
fortable.”
Since 1998, the diesel technol-
ogy program has had only one
female graduate. 
“Our rate is very high of land-
ing our students jobs,” Scott said.
“I can’t really say that for the
females though. It is just that old-
time feeling of men as mechanics
that is tough to break down. But
it has been proven in this indus-
try that when given the chance,
females can be very successful.”
With an interest in mechanical
engineering focused on the use of
hydrogen, Erwin sees the diesel
program as the first step in her
career. Eventually she would like
to end up in the Midwest, where
hydrogen mechanics are in heavy
practice. 
“I look at school like a full-
time job right now,” Erwin said.
“But it is great because the peo-
ple around here really want
everyone to succeed. It’s not just
a rush to get you on somewhere
else.”
Erwin encourages women in
any field to pursue their dreams. 
“Just use the resources that are
available to you,” she said.
“Roads are always tough, no mat-
ter which path you choose. Keep
looking ahead to your goals. Do
whatever you want to do.”
individually, and they are offered
from March 1 to Aug. 30. 
MUD is designed to be afford-
able to low-income people.
Classes range from $10 individual-
ly to $42 for a series, with dis-
counts available for members. 
Participant Sue Lattin just
moved to Missoula. She wants to
have a garden, but she doesn’t
know how to correctly do it in
Montana. 
“The value of MUD is network-
ing and sharing information and
learning new techniques,” she said.
Monday night, participants ana-
lyzed five-leaf plants, leaf by leaf,
while McIlnay spoke about soil
ingredients, light, temperature and
water. Afghan sesame, lavender
and mint seedlings lined the wall.
Curtains with vegetables hung
above the windows.
“And look at this compost, you
find such strange stuff: peels, chip-
pings, clippings,” said McIlnay, as
she sifted the compost through a
screen.
“It just looks so beautiful to
me,” said a participant.
For more information, call
MUD at 721-7513.
security.
“Will it ever be completely
done?” Willett asked. “Probably
not.”
Willett said all of the cost
incurred for Taylor’s training and
travel is paid for by the grant.
As the program continues to
expand and receive more funds,
Willett said, it will probably
become a part of the certification
process for Public Safety officers.
Taylor said he has one more
training session to attend at the
end of the month before he starts
instructing UM’s Public Safety
officers.
“The entire country has come
to the realization that we are a
target,” he said.
Diesel
Continued from Page 1
MUD
Continued from Page 1
Terrorism
Continued from Page 1
LOST & FOUND
Lost:  Behavioral Biology book on 2/24, between
Journalism & Beckwith bus stop.  Please call 544-9424
Found:  Watch Weds 2/25 pm 500 block University Ave
call 542-0694
FOUND:  Roll of Kodak Gold 200 35mm film on Eddy
St. 2/27. Call 258-4287
PERSONALS
Cabin Fever?  Free, anonymous HIV Counseling &
Testing…Call 243-2122
IT’s 4 am, you’re sweating and freezing and throwing
up.  The Curry Health Center can take care of you
NOW!  Use West Entry or Call 243-2122
ATTENTION STUDENTS:  The Bookstore’s textbook
floor will be closed on March 5, 2004
Human Rights belong to everyone or they are guaran-
teed to no one.  Join Amnesty rm 224 in UC every
Monday night at 7pm. 243-5762
HAPPY SIXTH BIRTHDAY GABS LOVE MOMMY AND
DADDY!!!!!!!!
HELP WANTED
Up to $500/Wk processing mail.  Get paid for each
piece.  Create your own schedule.  (626) 821-4061”
Summer work study position @ children’s shelter.
Shifts available Monday - Sunday are 9pm - midnight,
midnight - 6:30am, 6:30am - 8am, or a combination
of the three.  Call Teresa @ 549-0058.
Make Money taking Online Surveys.  Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys.  Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups.  Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum
Great Opportunity Market Research Telephone
Interviews Applications are being accepted at
Research Data Design:  Apply in person at 2685 Palmer
St. Ste. D, M-F 10am - 4pm or call 728-8290
The Missoula Downtown Association seeks 2-3
Facilities Staff to work PT Apr-Oct Caras Park. Call
543-4238 or visit website
www.missouladowntown.com for info.  Deadline:
March 12
General Manager wanted for KBGA. G.M. is responsi-
ble for all aspects of KBGA, including fiscal, legal &
management responsibilities.  Applications can be
picked up and submitted to U.C. 208 $7.00/hr 20/hr
week.  Position closes 3/15 more information avail-
able on the Career Services Website.
WORK WANTED
SPRING CREEK LODGE ACADEMY, A PRIVATE SCHOOL
LOCATED 15 MILES NW OF THOMPSON FALLS, IS TAK-
ING APPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER ASSISTANTS.  WORK
WEEK IS FOUR-TEN HOUR DAYS. CONTACT LARRY
WARD AT (406) 827-4344, BY FAX (406) 827-4354, OR
EMAIL larry@blueslide.com
SERVICES
Professional carpet cleaning, Average Apartment $45
- $55, call Melissa 721-0175, 21 years experience. 
Resumes, transcription, report typing, editing.  Fast,
student discounts.  www.atozwordprocessing.com,
728-3888
“Wildland Fire Training”  call 543-0013
PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING, $1.00/page
542-0837.
THE SECOND VATICAN COUNCIL FORTY YEARS LATER
Eucharist:  Source and Summit.  Mark Burke, is cur-
rently a professor of tax law and former dean of the
Law school.  Tonight he is the first speaker in a four
week series sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry.
Professor Burke’s topic is Christ and the Call to
Engagement.  The program is at Christ the King
church and begins at 7:30pm (Wednesday-March 3,
2004).  Students and the general public are invited.
FOR SALE
Wedding dress/formal.  Ivory, size 6.  Strapless
sheath, simple and very elegant.  $250, o.b.o.  Call
549-2516.
FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
“Our Rentals Are The Talk Of The Town!”  Apt’s?
Condo’s?  House’s?  Come see the Rental Experts!
Professional Property Management 721-8990.
Nice 2 bedroom, 1 bath home, washer, dryer, big
yard, next to large park.  5-10 minutes from down-
town & University.  1239 Sherwood $850/month Call
549-4065
COMPUTERS
Have a Mac?  Have Problems?  Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work.  Also
willing to trade.
PETS
Labrador Puppies AKC Purebred Great waterfowl,
upland, and family dogs.  Both Parents and
Grandmother on site.  $350 Ready to go March 24 546-
3877
RAFT GUIDE & RIVER RES-
CUE CLASSES IN MISSOULA
Raft Guide School.  A comprehensive 5 day course for
novice river guides and recreational boaters.
Includes certification.  April and May Classes.  $355.
Swiftwater Rescue Technician, 3 day state of the art
river rescue class certified through Rescue 3.  April,
May, and June Classes.  Montana River Guides 273-
4718 www.montanariverguides.com
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
Rachel Cavanaugh/Montana Kaimin
Missoula Urban Development Demonstration Project’s garden organizer
Carol McIlnay teaches a class in seed starting Monday evening at MUD’s
headquarters on Phillips Street. Part of the organization’s objective is to
provide tools for building a sustainable community.
Ronan boys found
dead in snowy field
HELENA, Mont. (AP) - Two
11-year-old boys whose bodies
were found in a snowy field on
the Flathead Indian Reservation
died after consuming massive
amounts of liquor, Lake County
Sheriff Bill Barron said Tuesday.
A shaken Barron said the
deaths were “not acceptable,”
adding: “Somebody ... has to be
held accountable for this.”
“It’s pretty sad when you have
to lift them out of a snowbank
and put them in a bag,” Barron
said. “It’s a terrible tragedy.”
The bodies of Frankie Sonneah
Nicolai and Justin Benoist, both
of Ronan, were discovered in a
field Monday by one of their
friends. Barron said it appeared
both died late Friday or early
Saturday, but had not been report-
ed missing all weekend.
Barron said Frankie, who had a
blood-alcohol level of 0.50 per-
cent — more than six times the
legal threshold for drunken driv-
ing — died of alcohol poisoning.
Barron said a blood-alcohol level
of 0.40 percent can be lethal in an
adult.
“It’s rare you’d see anybody at
point-five,” Barron said. “In my
career I’ve seen only four people
at point-five.”
Justin died of a combination of
alcohol poisoning and hypother-
mia, said Barron, who also is the
county coroner. Justin’s blood-
alcohol level was 0.20 percent.
Justin’s mother, Norma Fox,
and Frankie’s father, Frank
Nicolai, identified the bodies,
Barron said.
The bodies were discovered in
a field about a half mile outside
Ronan by a friend who had gone
looking for them, the sheriff said.
“He found them laying in the
field and just immediately called
the sheriff’s office and told us
about it,” Barron said.
Barron said he had not deter-
mined why the boys were in the
field, but they had apparently
been drinking with friends and
went there under their own
power. Both were wearing coats,
he said.
“It looks like they just basical-
ly got tired and laid down and
never came to,” Barron said.
The field is near a subdivision
built by the Salish and Kootenai
Tribes in northwestern Montana.
The boys did not live in the sub-
division, the sheriff said.
Benoist’s 14-year-old brother,
Tyler, was found dead of smoke
inhalation in a burned trailer in
Pablo in November. Authorities
said he passed out from drinking
and had a blood-alcohol level of
0.23.
Barron also investigated Tyler
Benoist’s death.
Tom Lacery
Associated Press Writer
